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A seismic source array is normally composed of elements spaced at distances lessthan a
wavelength while the overall dimensions of the array are normally of the order of a
wavelength. Consequently, unpredictable interaction effects occur between element and the
shape of the far field wavelet, which is azimuth-dependent, can only be determined by measurements in the far field. Sincesuch measurements are very often impossible to make, the shape of
the wavelet-particularly its phase spectrum-is unknown.
A theoretical design method for overcoming this problem is presented using two scaled
arrays. The far field source wavelets from the source arrays have the same azimuth dependence
at scaled frequencies, and the far field wavelets along any azimuth are related by a simple
scaling law. Two independent seismograms are generated by the two scaled arrays for each
pair of source-receiver locations, the source wavelets being related by the scaling law.
The technique thus permits the far field waveform of an array to be determined in
situations where it is impossible to measure it. Furthermore it permits the array design criteria
to be changed: instead of sacrificing useful signal energy for the sake of the phase spectrum, the
array may be designed to produce a wavelet with desired amplitude characteristics, without
much regard for phase.

1. INTRODUCTION
Distributed arrays of point sources are used for increasing the power of the
source, for shaping the far field wavelet, and for improving the directivity of
the radiation. If the distance betweenindividual point sourceswithin such an
array is less than about a wavelength, the interaction effectsbetween these
individual sources are significant. For most point sources,these interaction
effects are not well understood, and the far field wavelet of such an array of
point sources cannot be calculated from a knowledge of the individual far
* Received September 1979, revised version May 1980.
** Consultant to The British National Oil Corporation, 38 Hans Crescent, London
SW1 OND, UK.
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field source wavelets.It must be measuredin the far field. Sincethis measurement is very often awkward or impossible to make, the far field wavelet of
such an array is very often unknown.
In reflection seismology initial data processing aims to recover the impulse responseof the earth from the recorded seismogram. It is essential to
know the shape of the wavelet to perform this recovery.If the wavelet cannot
be measured, some of its properties must be assumed. The most difficult
property to determine is the phasespectrum. In the absenceof any information it is convenientto assumethat the wavelet is minimum phase.But if this
assumption does not hold, and if no far field measurement of the wavelet is
available, the initial deconvolution is likely to be unsuccessful-unless some
other assumptions are found to give more pleasing results.
Errors in the knowledge of the phasespectrum of the far field wavelet can
have a profoundly detrimental effect on the quality of the final section, and it
has therefore become extremely important to minimize them. Very often it is
an acknowledgment of his ignorance of the phase spectrum which provides
the designerof an array with his overriding constraint. In the marine environment, for example, it has become essential to remove “ bubble pulses” to
obtain adequate resolution.
It is the aim of this paper to offer a design method for two-dimensional
arrays which permits recovery of the far field wavelet in any azimuth,
whatever the phase spectrum of the wavelet, whatever the degreeof interaction between elements of the array, and even in situations where it would be
impossible to measure it. This would free the designer from one of his most
severeconstraints and thus allow him to design the array to satisfy his other
criteria. For example, it would then be possible simply to design the source
array to generate maximum power over a given frequency bandwidthirrespective of the duration of the signal and its phase spectrum.
Before considering the design method, it is worthwhile considering the
example of air gun arrays in which all the general points outlined above are
illustrated.
2. THE EXAMPLE

OF AIR

GUN

ARRAYS

Although the air gun has many practical advantages (Giles 1968)its signature suffers from a special combination of disadvantages.It lacks power, it
has a multi-peaked spectrum, and, in the time domain, it is inconveniently
long and oscillatory; moreover, it is not minimum-phase (Berkhout 1970,
Ziolkowski 1971). These disadvantages can be overcome quite easily if
tackled individually. The problem is to design an array which will overcome
them all simultaneously.
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If, for example, the only problem with the air gun were the phase spectrum of its signature, this could easily be solved by measuring the waveform
in the “near field ” and using this measurement to derive a deconvolution
filter-as in Maxipulse processing. This would work becausean air gun
bubble, like Maxipulse, Vaporchoc or sparker, is a point source at
wavelengths of seismic interest and therefore its wavefield is spherically
symmetric. Furthermore, the amplitude of the pressure wave (but not the
particle velocity wave) decreaseslinearly with increasing distance from the
source, even at distances small compared with a wavelength (Safar 1977).
Thus the region in which the pressure amplitude is a linear function of
distance from the source extends from infinity to a very small distance from
the source (see Appendix B) (there is of course a small nonlinear region
between the bubble itself and this linear region (Ziolkowski 1970, 1977a,b).
However, this “ Maxipulse approach” is seldom, if ever, adopted for
single air guns, because the air gun waveform suffers from two other
deficiencies: lack of power and a multi-peaked spectrum. Theseare remedied
simply by using more guns and by using guns of appropriately different sizes.
Most designers of air gun arrays find it essential to put certain guns
sufficiently far apart so that they do not appearto interact (Kramer, Peterson
and Walter 1968, Giles 1968,Giles and Johnson 1973,Nooteboom 1978).
The required distance between guns is of the order of severalmeters. Nooteboom (1978) gives an experimental formula for this distance

* = w%pw w3
s

where D is the distance between guns, P, is the air pressure,P, is the static
water pressureand I’, is the volume of the bigger gun.
When more than a few guns are put together in this way the dimensions of
the source are no longer small compared with a wavelength and the array
ceasesto behave as a point source (see Appendix A). The “ Maxipulse
approach” to the solution of the problem must then fail.
A modern array of twenty or more guns (Nooteboom 1978) is certainly
not a point source, and the acoustic radiation it generatesis not spherically
symmetric. Furthermore, the distance to the “ far field ” region-in which the
shape of the waveform depends only on azimuth, and its amplitude is inversely proportional to the range-is normally of the order of 100 m from the
center of the array. In fact, Nooteboom (1978)found that, at a range of 40 m,
the measuredsignal was “ not suited to derive deconvolution filters to correct
for signal shape“. In other words, 40 m was not far enough away to be in
the far field. This is confirmed by Hubbard (1978)who met with more success
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with arrays of the samesort of size by using a detector hydrophone at a range
of 90 m.
For arrays of such size, the vertically-travelling far field signal can be
measured only if the hydrophone is in the far field vertically below the array
and if the water is deepenough to causethe reflectedsignal from the sea-floor
to arrive too late to interfere with the direct measurement.In shallow water
surveys,it is obviously impossible to meet theserequirements, and so the far
field signature cannot be measured.Yet there is normally sufficient variation
of the signal along a line for continuous measurement to be extremely desirable (Nooteboom 1978,Hubbard 1978).
The distances between the guns are normally large enough to allow the
guns to behave reasonably independently, but, unfortunately, they are small
enough that there is sufficient interaction between them for the far field
signature to differ significantly from what it would be if the individual air gun
signatures were combined by simple superposition. For the principle of
superposition to hold the bubbles would have to be truly independent, in
which case the gun spacing would have to be of the order of a wavelength.
Since there is no adequate theory to describe the distorting effect of the
interactions on the shape of the far field waveform, this waveform is not
known. This point is considered further in section 5 of this paper.
So, while the introduction of arrays of air guns hassolved the problems of
the low power and poor amplitude spectrum of the signal from a single gun, it
has reintroduced the problem of determining the phase spectrum of the far
field wavelet. And this is the problem to which designersof air gun arrays
have addressedthemselves.
The way this is tackled conventionally is simply to suppressthe “ bubble
pulses” in the tail of the wavelet. The idea is that the far field wavelet thus
becomesso short that either it needsno further compression,or elseit can be
adequately compressed using the assumption that it is minimum-phase.
Larner, Hale, Misener and Hewlett have shown at the tenth offshore conference 1979 that if the primary-to-bubble ratio (a measure of shortness) is at
least 10, the minimum-phase assumption is an adequate approximation for
the derivation of an inverse filter. In the presenceof noise the minimumphaseassumption certainly works (according to Larner et al.) a lot better on
the signal from a “tuned ” air gun array than on the signal from a single gun.
“Tuning” simply becomes the processof reducing the tail-end energy of
the vertically-travelling far field wavelet to the point where the minimumphase assumption will do. Since the individual air guns in the array are
placed such that their bubbles oscillate almost independently of each other,
there is no attenuation of the bubble oscillations at the source. The attenuation of the “ bubble pulses” in the vertical direction is achievedby destructive
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interference (Safar 1976). It follows, by conservation of energy, that this
acoustic energy is being radiated in directions other than the vertical and is
therefore an uncontrolled source of noise. A more elegant approach to the
problem of tuning is given by Safar (1976) who exploits the bubble interaction that occurs when guns of the same size are close together in order to
increase the damping of the bubble oscillations. The energy which would
otherwise appearas acoustic radiation in the form of “bubble pulses” is then
partially converted to heat at the source. The additional damping gives the
far field signature a tendency to be minimum-phase (Safar 1976).
Any such tuning processis an attempt to suppressthe “ bubble pulses” in
the tail of the wavelet. The “bubble pulses” themselvescontain good coherent signal energy, but, becausethe phase spectrum of the far field wavelet is
unknown, they cannot be used. In fact they are positively harmful and must
be suppressed.Ideally the aim would be to produce a wavelet with one
primary pulse and no bubble pulses. If a mechanism could somehow be
found to enhancethe primary pulse at the expenseof the bubble pulsesthis
would be perfect. In the absenceof such a mechanism the aim is simply to
prevent the tail-end acoustic energy from travelling vertically downwards.
It is ironic that, having increased the power of the array to the point
where it is now adequate,ignorance of the phasespectrum forcesthe designer
to prevent the tail-end energy from appearing in the downward-travelling
wave. The design aim is to put all the energythat is required into the initial
pulse, and to throw away everything that comes later. Considerable effort is
being devoted to designing arrays which will throw away this unwanted
energy.And since this constitutes the bulk of the energy available, the quantity of energy which could be used if only the phase were known is several
times more than is required. Alternatively, if the phase were known, the
array could be designedto do the samejob with fewer guns and with lessair.
It should be noted in passing that the peak amplitude and primary-tobubble ratio of a tuned air gun array are parameters which are usually
calculated from a broad band measurementof the far field wavelet. However,
the frequency band of the reflection data is usually quite different. In particular, it has proportionately less high frequency energy than the broadband far
field measurement, due to the high-cut filtering effect of the earth. Any such
reduction in frequency bandwidth will increasethe length of the wavelet in
time, and, sincethe higher frequencyenergyis concentratedto the front of the
wavelet, its attenuation by earth filtering has the effect of decreasing the
primary-to-bubble ratio. It is thus meaningless to discuss the primary-tobubble ratio without specifying the bandwidth. Over the receivedbandwidth
the primary-to-bubble ratio of a tuned air gun array may, in some cases,be
not very much greater than 1. Deconvolution is then still required and the
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minimum-phase assumption will be poor. This is confirmed by Hubbard
(1978) who observed that even when the far field wavelet is short it is not
minimum phase.
In summary, when the water is shallow it is not possible to measure this
wavelet, and since its shapecannot be calculated, there are only three courses
open:
1. To use a deep water measurement and then to hope that the wavelet
generatedin shallow water does not vary too much from this measurement.
2. To assume that the shallow water wavelet is minimum-phase, and to
hope that the standard deconvolution method will work.
3. To forget all about deconvolution.
3. USE OF SCALED

ARRAYS

The approach I propose is to use two scaled arrays such that the far field
wavelet sl(t) of the first is related to the far field wavelet sz(t) of the secondby
the scaling law
Q(t) = w(@),
(1)
where CIis the scale factor and a3 is the ratio of the energy in the second
wavelet to the energy in the first. If the two arrays are used alternately and,
for example, towed one behind the other, the shot locations can be made the
same and the earth impulse responseg(t) will be the samefor both shots. We
may then deduceg(t) from the two seismogramsand the scaling law using the
method of Ziolkowski, Lerwill, March and Peardon (1980).This is done by
solving the following three simultaneous equations:
x1(t) = 4)

* C?(t)+ ~I(~)>

x2(t) = 4) * s(t) + 4)?
s&) = as&/a).

(4
(3)

(1)
In theseequations xl(t) and x2(t) are the seismic signals generatedby the
first and second shots, respectively; nr(t) and nz(t) are additive uncorrelated
noise signals; and the asterisk * denotes convolution. These equations are
discussedby Ziolkowski et al. (1980)and can be solved without making any
assumptions about the phase spectrum of the source wavelet s(t) or its relationship to the spectrum of the earth impulse responseg(t).
The scaling law (1) holds for “point” sources which generatespherically
symmetric radiation in the useful bandwidth and have dimensions small
compared with the shortest wavelength of the radiation. A derivation for
point sourcesis given by Ziolkowski et al. (1980).The dimensions of arrays
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of such point sources are normally not small compared with the shortest
wavelength of the radiation they generate,as we have seen,and this radiation
is not normally spherically symmetric but has some azimuthal dependence.
If the scaling law is to be applied to the radiation from arrays it is obviously
crucial to take account of this azimuthal dependence.
4.

DESIGN

OF THE

SCALED

ARRAYS

Consider the Fourier transform of equation (1):
S,(f) = @2sl(4)>
(4)
wherefis frequency.Equation (4) statesthat the spectrum S,(f) is a shifted,
amplified version of S,(j), where a is the shift factor and ct2 is the
amplification factor. If a is greater than 1, S,(j) is shifted towards the lower
frequenciesrelative to S,(f). Fig. 1 illustrates this frequency scaling.
It follows that-if the scaling law is to apply to the radiation seenat a
given point in the far field of two scaled arrays-we must insist that the
azimuthal dependenceof amplitude and phase are preserved at the scaled
frequencies.
Consider a two-dimensional array of limited extent lying in the plane
z = 0, such that the origin 0 of the co-ordinate system lies within the array
(seefig. 2). Let the array be contained within a rectangledefined by the lines
log

Amplitude

A

Log Frequency

Log Frequency

Fig. 1. Frequency scaling of amplitude-and

phase spectrum according to (4) for cc> 1.
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Fig. 2. Geometric relation of array at -X I x I X, - Y 5 y < Y, z = 0 and far-field observation point Q(x, y, z). As seen at Q, phase difference of radiation from P, relative to radiation
from 0 is 274x sin fl + y sin $)/radians, where I is the wavelength of the radiation.

x = _+X, y = + Y, and let the frequency of radiation befwith the amplitude
and phaseof the emission depending upon position (x, y, 0) according to the
complex-valued aperture function h(x, y). This may be chosen arbitrarily
within the rectangle we have defined, but is necessarilyzero outside it.
Consider now a point Q in the far field of this array at a position (x1, yl,
zl) along an azimuth defined by the angles 0 and 4 as shown in fig. 2. The
contribution at Q from the point P will be advanced or retarded in phaseby
27r(f/c) * (x sin 8 + y sin 4) radians, where c is the velocity of sound. It is
important to note that this expressionis unaltered if the point P is shifted to
the position (ax, ay, 0), provided the frequency of the radiation is shifted to
f/a. This is the key to the design of the scaled arrays.
We apply Huygens principle to obtain the far field radiation pattern by
integrating the individual contributions acrossthe face of the aperture. That
is, the radiation amplitude and phaseare given by the complex-valued function H:

q4 44.f)= ‘-xIX ‘-yfY

(x sin 8 + y sin 4)

(5)
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(this argument is similar to Robinson’s (1967,p. 44) but it has beenextended
to two dimensions).
Consider now the scaling of this array by a scale factor CI,while simultaneously scaling the frequency by a factor l/cl. We begin by making substitutions into equation (5) as follows: v = af; 1= x/a; m = ~/LX.This gives
= ~2i:“-;, ) \;;,, ,h(ax, a~)
aa
x exp I2niv (1 sin 8 + m sin 4)
I c
In this equation the variables v, 1 and m are only dummies and could just as
easily be replaced by f, x and y, respectively. Hence
= a2 J;;;, ) ifl, ,h(=, “Y)
a’
OL
x exp 12xif (x sin 8 + y sin 4)
I
c
By comparing equations (5) and (7) we deduce the following scaling law
for arrays: If the dimensions of a two-dimensional array are scaled by a factor
a and if the frequency of the radiation is scaled by a factor l/a then the
radiation pattern of the scaled array has the same azimuthal dependence and
u2 times the amplitude at the scaled frequency.

We could apply this to the example of a two-dimensional array of air
guns. If the array operated at a depth d, and pressurep and consisted of a
number of guns of volume V,, V, , V, , etc., separatedby distances rl, r2, r3,
etc., then a scaled array would operate at the same depth d and the same
pressurep, but would consist of corresponding guns of volume CX~V~,
cr3V,,
a3V, , etc., separated by the corresponding distances arl, clr2, ar3, etc., as
shown in fig. 3.
In summary, to apply the ideas of Ziolkowski et al. (1980) to arrays of
sources,the arrays must be scaled. The idea presentedhere is valid for any
two-dimensional array of non-infinite extent. The scaling of the arrays is to
be performed in the following way: 1.the elementsof the array are scaledby a
factor a3 by volume, by mass, or by energy (corresponding to a frequency
scaling factor of l/a); 2. the geometry of the array must be correspondingly
scaled by a factor a; 3. no other parameter is to be changed.
5. NOTE ON ELEMENT

INTERACTION

In the absenceof the other elements in the array, each element must radiate
independently. In the caseof a single air gun, for example, this radiation is
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Array B is a scaled version of array A.

Fig. 3. Operation of scaled arrays A and B which are fired alternately. The spacing D is
equal to the pop-interval to ensure that the arrays are fired once.in the same place.

controlled by the manner in which the air escapesfrom the gun, and by the
subsequent dynamics of the oscillating air bubble in a uniform medium
whose ambient pressure varies only with depth. The extremely repeatable
signature of an air gun at constant depth confirms this.
In the presenceof the other elements,eachelement will behavedifferently,
becausethe radiation from the other elements changesthe ambient pressure
in the medium in both time and space.In the caseof air guns, this variation in
ambient pressurewill alter the dynamics of the bubble oscillation and hence
the radiation it produces. This, in turn, will modulate the behaviour of the
other elements,and so on. It follows that none of the elementsin an array will
behave independently.
The degreeof interaction will vary with the size of the elements and their
distance apart. The interaction will increasewith an increasein the size of the
elements and will increasewith a decreasein the element separation. At any
frequency, the interaction can be described as the change in amplitude and
phase introduced into the radiation of a source element by the presenceof the
other elements. For our scaling law to work we naturally require that such
interaction effects scale also.
There are two independent scaling operations. One is to scalethe relative
separations of the source elements by a factor a. The other is to scale the
output energy of each element by a factor a3 which leads to two simultaneouseffects,as we have seen(Ziolkowski et al. 1980).First the radius of the
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equivalent cavity is scaled by a factor a; consequently the ratio of cavity
radius to source separation will be the samein the scaledarray, thus preserving the scaled geometry in two dimensions. Secondly, the radiated frequencies are scaled by a factor l/cr and amplified by a factor a2, without any
change of phase; the corresponding wavelengths are therefore scaled by a
factor a, and consequently the ratio of source separation to wavelength is
the same at the scaled frequency.
The interaction effect at any frequency dependson the dimensions of the
elements and their distance apart, relative to the wavelength. But, since the
scaling of the dimensions of the elements and their distance apart is exactly
the same as the wavelength scaling, it follows that the interaction effects
betweenthe elements in one array are identical with those in the scaledarray
at the scaled frequencies. The scaling law can therefore be used to relate
the far field waveletsand the amplitude and phasespectra of the scaledarrays
along any azimuth even when interaction effectsare significant.
6. LIMITATIONS

OF THE SCHEME

For marine sources,and for buried sourceson land, there is one effectwhich
will not scale: the influence of the surface. The reflected radiation from the
surface will changethe ambient pressurearound the source and thus modify
the source radiation. Even a single source will be modulated by its own
reflected radiation. Only the onset of the radiated signal will be uncontaminated by this surface modulation effect. Since the scaled sources must
operate at the samedepth, it is clear that the effectof the surfacewill not scale.
How important is this effect? It will obviously depend on the size of the
source and on its depth, and it can be regarded as an interaction effect in
exactly the same way as the inter-element interactions discussed above. In
many cases,the source depth is large compared with the element separation
and this surface reflection interaction will be smaller than the inter-element
interaction. But this does not answer the question. In fact, the question
cannot be answered unless we compare the radiation that is generatedwith,
and without, this interaction being taken into account. This, and the full
interaction between elements of an air gun array, is the subject of a separate
investigation which might warrant a paper on its own. Nevertheless,we can
get a feel for the magnitude of this effect by referring to Smith (1975).
Smith (1975) compared the shapes of measured air gun waveforms, in
which this effect obviously comes into play, with theoretical air gun
waveforms, in which this effect was not taken into account (becauseit was
not appreciated at the time). For the large air guns usedby Smith it is clear
that the differencesbetweenthe measuredand predicted waveforms are small
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at normal operating depths. Even if all the differencesbetween the measured
and predicted waveforms can be ascribed to this one effect, we would conclude that it will probably have a small effect on the use of the scaling law to
relate the farfield wavelets of scaled arrays.
In operation, there are always small variations, for example, in the depth
of the source,which affect the far field wavelet slightly. These small variations
can be considered as a source of noise which will be small in normal operation. The wavelet recovery processvia the scaling law equations is robust in
the presenceof noise, as we showed in the previous paper (Ziolkowski et al.
1980). If one of the elements in an array ceasesto work altogether, the
corresponding element in the scaled array can be switched off, and the two
arrays will once again be scaled correctly.
In practice, then, the problems which are foreseenat this stage are slight.
However, it must be observedthat the idea presentedherehas never beenput
into practice.
7. CONCLUSIONS

AND

APPLICATIONS

The ideas of Ziolkowski et al. (1980)were conceived only for point sources;
that is, for sourceswhose far field radiation has spherical symmetry. The idea
presented here permits the technique to be extended to situations where
arrays of point sound sourcesare used,particularly in the marine environment.
The principal advantageof this technique is that it allows the seismologist
to find the far field waveform of an array in any azimuth, whatever the
phasespectrum of the wavelet and whatever the degreeof interaction between
different elements of the array. This can be done even in situations where it
would be impossible to measure it. It follows that all the normal wavelet
processing techniques may be used on the data using a known wavelet,
instead of one derived from a set of statistical assumptions of dubious validity.
Furthermore, since the array designer is now freed from the constraint
that the far field wavelet must be either short, or minimum-phase, or both,
he may now design the array to satisfy only his other criteria. For example,
he could design the array to produce a wavelet which has maximum power
over a given bandwidth, or one which has maximum signal energy in a
particular direction, or whatever.
He may, on the other hand, still desire to have a short minimum-phase
wavelet. In the author’s opinion, the air gun does not naturally satisfy this
desire.On the contrary, as we have seen,conventional tuning of air gun arrays
forces the bulk of the signal energy to appear in directions other than the
vertical. Obviously this energymust go somewhere,and in areasof structural
complexity it is clear that off-angle signal energy can be scattered back to
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the recording hydrophones. The signal shape of these side reflections will
not be the same as for reflections from vertically below, as was noted earlier.
Therefore, any signal processing which works well on energy which is
transmitted and receivedvertically will not work well on theseside reflections.
This point is particularly important for three-dimensional surveys, where
beamforming techniques can be used to focus on reflected energy from a
particular azimuth-whether from vertically below or from some other direction. With an array of conventional design the signal shapeis known usually
only in one direction-the vertical. Using the design method described here
it is possible to determine the signal shape in any direction. Thus in threedimensional surveysthis method hasthe added advantageover other methods
that all reflected energy can be deconvolved with equal felicity, regardlessof
the azimuth of its arrival.
The scaling law theory is not perfect, however. As we saw from section 6,
the reflected acoustic radiation from the surface must modulate the behaviour of the source. This effect, though likely to be quite small at normal
operating depths, does not scale, and will therefore be a source of error.
Finally it must be emphasized that the idea discussedhere is theoretical.
It has not been tested. If it works, better use can be made of available signal
energy than is being done at present,especially at the high frequency end of
the spectrum where the source arrays can have their maximum directivity.
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APPENDIX
THE

NEAR

FIELD

AND FAR

A
FIELD

OF AN ARRAY

An array is a source whose dimensions are of the sameorder or larger than a
wavelength of its radiation. The radiation of such an array is usually
azimuth-dependent. Furthermore, in any azimuth, the geometrical effects
are also significant at short ranges,since radiation from different parts of the
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array can arrive at the same point with phase delays which depend on the
range. The far field of such an array we define as the region in which
the shape of the wavelet dependsonly on azimuth and not on the range. (We
are ignoring all non-elastic effects.)
To get an idea of the sort of distances involved, we consider the simple
caseof a uniform line array of length D, emitting radiation of wavelength 1. If
we consider a point P on the axis of the array (seefig. Al) at a range R, we
will just observe destructive interferencebetween the end of the array A and
the center 0, when the differencein travel paths AP - OP = 1/2. The far field
region clearly exists at ranges greater than R, where

Uniform

array

A08

Fig. Al.

Making the approximation that A2/4 is small compared with the other terms,
we find that

D2
R=%.
In general,arrays with dimension D which emit radiation of wavelength 1
will have a far field region which exists at ranges r of the order r > D2/A.We
can also see that the beamwidth of this radiation is of the order of A/D
radians.
These two results are well known and are reproduced here for reference
only. We observe that if D is small compared with 1, the beamwidth is large
and the directional effect of the source is negligible. Consequently, the radiation must be spherically symmetric.
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APPENDIX
THE

NEAR

FIELD

AND

FAR

B

FIELD

OF A POINT

SOURCE

We define a point source as one whose dimensions are small compared with
the smallest wavelength of its radiation. The radiation pattern of such a
source is spherically symmetric. At some small distance from most seismic
sources the particle motions become small enough to be described
adequately by linear elastic theory. In a fluid the pressure p in this linear
region must satisfy the spherical wave equation
a2 @PI
F=C

2

a2 @P)
i3r2

(Bl)

where r is distance from the source,t is time and c = &
is the velocity of
sound in the fluid and k is its bulk modulus and p is its density.
Equation (Bl) has a generalsolution which includes both converging and
diverging waves.We ignore the possibility of converging waves.Therefore the
general solution of equation (Bl) is

where g’ is the time derivative of an unknown function g. The radial particle
acceleration is given by
a,= ---.1 ap
P ar
Hence

The radial particle velocity U, is the time integral of the acceleration:
ur=

o,dt=-$g(t
*i

-f)+$g’(t

-f).

There are two terms in this expressionfor particle velocity; the first (l/r’)
must dominate when r is small-that is in the near JieM-while the second
(l/r) must dominate when r is large-that is in thefarfield. We note that in
the far field, where the first term is negligible, the pressure and particle
velocity are related by the simple expression
u,=‘.
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The terms “ near field ” and “ far field ” as described here are rather vague
and need to be better defined. In order to seebetter what these terms mean
we need to transform equation (B4) to the frequency domain. With the
substitution z = t - Y/C(delayed time), we can rewrite equation (B4) as

If we now define G(f) as the Fourier transform of g(r), such that
g(z) = irn G(f) eznifr df
-CO
we may differentiate this with respect to z to find
g’(z) = jrn 27rifG(f) e2niSTdf:
(BT)
-Zl
By inspection, we immediately identify the Fourier transform of g’(z) as
27r$G(f). We may now transform equation (B4) to yield

ur(f) = $2 G(f)+ $&W(f)
This last expression tells us that the two terms are 90” out of phase with
each other: the far field particle velocity term (l/y) is in phase with the
pressure,while the near field particle velocity term (l/r’) lags the pressureby
90”. We also see that the two terms are equal when

Thus the “ near field ” and “ far field ” are regions which are frequency-or
wavenumber-dependent. The true “far field ” is the region in which the
pressure and particle velocity are linearly related and in phase with each
other. This region exists at distances r greater than about one wavelength. At
distances less than a wavelength, the relation between pressure and particle
velocity is clearly more complicated-this is the near field.
If we measure the pressure wave p(r) we will measure the same thing,
apart from the amplitude scaling factor l/r, at all ranges r for which this
linear theory applies. If we measure the particle velocity u,(z), its shapewill
vary substantially at ranges r less than a wavelength. The far field particle
velocity function is the derivative of the very near field function.
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